React Developer
Coherra is growing! We are looking for a React Developer with a few years of
experience. This position is available for applicants on the European continent.

What we do
COHERRA is developing an upcoming two-sided platform that connects investors and asset
managers through video storytelling. Investors, financial advisors, and asset managers use
COHERRA’s marketplace to learn about investment opportunities, to get detailed
background information and references for potential investments.

Qualifications

Responsibilities

- Proficient in HTML/JSX, CSS, and with strong fundamentals in
Javascript ES6 


- Our initial person on the frontend development 


- Understand React ( /w hooks ) & Redux, and their core principles 

- Expertise with Web pack, gulp, similar frontend build tools (npm) 

- Proficient in unit testing tools e.g. JEST or similar tools 

- Proficient in either Sass, LESS, TailwindCSS, Bootstrap, Flexbox,
or similar tools 

- Strong understanding of REST APIs 

- Familiarity with Docker is appreciated 


- Define the technology stack / tools to be used in the frontend 

- Suggest projects that will improve the product or code base 

- Write scalable, maintainable, reusable, and well-tested software that
adheres tobest practices 

- Make technical time estimation on future software deliveries 

- Document solutions with clear and concise explanations 

- Collaborate with Product Owners, Growth Hacker, UX / Product
Designer, and report to our CTO Ole Rossing

- Familiar with SQL works (Bonus: if you understand Postgre) 

- Familiar with UX/UI principles (Bonus: if you are familiar with
Figma)

About you

Perks

- You prefer to work in a small team and start something
new.


Free lunch and coffee at the office

- You value working autonomously and love taking
responsibility.


Flexible working hours

- You are passionate about new technologies and eager to
suggest new development frameworks and tools to use. 

- Bonus: You have an interest in investing and would like to
learn about the investment industry.


Apply now
Please send an application to our CTO, Ole Rossing, at orossing@coherra.com 


We hope to hear from you soon!

Near public transit

Office pool tournament every Friday (and the bragging
rights if you win)
Competitive salary

